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Abstract
We investigate the impact of three different factors on the quality of talking heads as metaphors of a spoken dialogue
system in the smart home domain. The main focus lies on the effect of voice and head characteristics on audio and
video quality, as well as overall quality. Furthermore, the influence of interactivity and of media context on user
perception is analysed. For this purpose two subsequent experiments were conducted: the first was designed as a noninteractive rating test of videos of talking heads, while the second experiment was interactive. Here, the participants
had to solve a number of tasks in dialogue with a talking head. To assess the impact of the media context, redundant
information was provided via an additional visual output channel to half of the participants. As a secondary effect,
the importance of participants’ gender is examined. It is shown that perceived quality differences observed in the noninteractive setting are blurred when the interactivity and media contexts provide distraction from the talking head.
Furthermore, a simple additional feed-back screen improves the perceived quality of the talking heads. Gender effects
are negligible concerning the ratings in interaction, but female and male participants exhibit different behaviour in
the experiment. This advocates for more realistic evaluation settings in order to increase the external validity of the
obtained quality judgements.
Keywords: embodied conversational agent, smart home, talking head, usability, WOZ

1. Introduction
A growing research community is working on Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). Human-human
dialogues are studied and insights concerning, for example, emotions (Krämer, 2008) and gestures (Kipp,
2004) are transferred to the human-computer interaction

(HCI). Evaluation of ECAs in HCI addresses e.g. the
impact of human-like expressions on system efficiency
(Ruttkay and Pelachaud, 2004) or on the intelligibility of the audio-visual speech (Massaro et al., 2000).
With the LIPS-Challenge a unified approach was started
in 2008 to annually evaluate different synthesis systems and techniques with the same training data, sub-
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face-to-face communication (Krämer and Bente, 2002)

phism (cf. Gong, 2008; King and Ohya, 1996; Nowak,

eliminates the need of learning special strategies for

2004), or the usage of non-verbal gestures (Buisine

HCI (Xiao et al., 2002). It is argued that one of the main

et al., 2004). Using either text (e.g. Sproull et al., 1996)

advantages of ECAs is a facilitated interaction com-

or speech (e.g. Berry et al., 2001) as a reference (anchor)

pared to typical user interfaces by intuitively using (sub-

condition is another important methodological differ-

conscious) social cues (Cassell et al., 2000). Such cues

ence, that complicates comparability. In particular, the

can be both verbal and non-verbal such as signalling dis-

persona effect is highly dependent on task domain: Zim-

agreement with gestures.

merman et al. (2005) could confirm a positive effect of

Users might be more motivated to interact with an

human-like ECAs on perceived usability for a financial

ECA than a traditional uni-modal interface (Takeuchi

task domain, but not for entertainment or tutoring. In

and Naito, 1995). In Pandzic et al. (1999) participants

the studies of Xiao et al. (2002) and André et al. (1998)

rated the waiting time of a theatre information system

no persona effect was observed, but the ratings assessed

more satisfying with a talking head than with speech

were dependent on type of task – e.g. three different

only or text. Apparently, they were more distracted and

avatars were rated more positively after a text-editor tu-

thus accepted the comparable waiting time more eas-

torial than after the task of selecting items for travelling

ily. More positive ratings of dialogue systems that in-

in Xiao et al. (2002).

clude ECAs are explained with the so called ‘persona

Not in all studies – especially not in tutoring appli-

effect’: the positive effect on user’s interaction induced

cation – did test participants actually interact with the

by a life-like interface agent (Dehn and Van Mulken,

ECA (e.g. Breitfuss et al., 2008; Buisine et al., 2004;

2000; Lester et al., 1997; Van Mulken et al., 1998). Con-

McBreen and Jack, 2000; Nowak and Rauh, 2005). This

sequently, studies are conducted to examine the persona

is a relevant distinction, as for example the more human-

effect on measures of efficiency and effectiveness: log-

like ECA is rated more intelligent in a non-interactive

data in the case of the dialogue itself or for example

condition, but not after an interaction (Koda and Maes,

knowledge acquisition test results as a correlate for ef-

1996).

fectiveness in tutoring systems for teaching. However,

To sum up, the persona effect has been observed in

results are ambiguous (cf. Yee et al., 2007), as some-

several conditions. However, results differ for the con-

times positive effects are observed (e.g. Gong and Nass,

text factors mentioned above and may therefore not be

2007; Cowell and Stanney, 2005), and sometimes no

generalized over different ECAs, tasks or domains. Ad-

effects are found (e.g. Prendinger et al., 2004; Xiao,

ditionally, the effect is more obvious in subjective rat-

2006).

ings than in interaction parameters. In a comparison

Due to differences in test design, results of evaluation

of three different facial models, a standard cartoon-like

studies are difficult to compare and interpret. For in-

head speaking one welcome message was rated signif-

stance, ECA features which are varied in a test include

icantly more appealing than a synthesis based on real

appearance and gender (Buisine et al., 2004; Zimmer-

video samples (Pandzic et al., 1999). The standard face

man et al., 2005), but also the level of anthropomor-

but with additional texture was rated worst. Apart from
2
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this interesting ranking of the varying degrees of nat-

2000, only for women). Therefore, dependence of rat-

uralness in timing and appearance (the sample-based

ings on participants’ gender is analysed as well.

head displayed the most natural face but least natural

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.

movement) the ratings were remarkably low in general.

In Section 2 the methodology of both experiments is de-

A similar selection of facial models is used in our ex-

scribed and the talking heads and their components are

periments.

characterized. In Section 3 set-up, procedure, and re-

As a complement to these studies, our work focuses

sults of the first experiment are explained. The second

on factors influencing perceived quality in the smart

experiment is presented in Section 4, including analysis

home domain. This is analysed based on data obtained

of assessed ratings and extracted log-data. The results

in two subsequent experiments: a non-interactive rating

cover the impact of degree of interactivity and media

experiment and an interactive task-solving experiment.

context on the ratings of the different metaphors. Gen-

One of the main questions is the impact of talking

der effects are presented in Section 5. The results are

head components (TTS, animated head) on the talk-

discussed in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in

ing head quality: How do participants perceive talking

Section 7.

heads? What is the influence of the TTS and head component? The impact of interactivity is another focus:

2. Methodology

Are characteristics of talking heads still perceived as
different when entering a real dialogue? Changes in

The goal of these two experiments is to assess the

perception and judgement due to an additional output

impact of different text-to-speech and text-to-visual-

channel are analysed as well: Does additional informa-

speech components on the perceived quality of both the

tion offered on a screen impede the evaluation of talking

talking heads as metaphors of a dialogue system and the

heads? Does it enhance the interaction quality? Are

system itself. It is of special interest how context factors

participants able to distinguish between talking head,

like the degree of interactivity and amount of available

system, and interaction quality?

media feedback interact with the perception of quality.

The application is a smart home environment, where

In a first watching-and-listening-only experiment

several devices, for example a TV and an answering ma-

(E1) six different talking heads, combinations of three

chine can be controlled via spoken input. The ECA – in

head components and two German speech synthesis

our case a talking head – acts as the interface and thus

systems, were compared using a 3x2 within-subject de-

as the metaphor of the system. We chose male ECAs as

sign. The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the in-

appropriate for this purpose, as a male voice was rated

fluence of the two components (head and voice) on the

more competent than a female voice for a technical do-

speech, video and overall quality ratings of the talking

main in Nass et al. (1997).

heads in a non-interactive setting. The second Wizard-

Participants prefer ECAs with an obvious gender over

of-Oz experiment (E2) compared the four best-rated

androgynous ones, and they prefer ECAs of their own

head-voice combinations in an interactive setting, ad-

gender (Nowak and Rauh, 2005; McBreen and Jack,

dressing the validity of the quality scores obtained in
3
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E1 for future system usage.
The first head (TH) originates from the Thinking
Head Project (Burnham et al., 2008). This head is based
on a 3D model of a human being, in this case the Australian artist STELARC. In addition to having a humanlike texture build from pictures of STELARC, it ex-

Figure 1: Three head components from left to right:

hibits random head movements and extra-linguistic fa-

Thinking Head, Clone, and Massy.

cial expressions like smiling and winking. As the control of the visual articulation was built for English and

Research on speech sYnthesis (Mary) (Schroeder and

does not define separate phonetic articulators (like lip-

Trouvain, 2003) and the Mbrola system (Mbrola) (Du-

spreading or jaw opening), but target visemes, a German

toit et al., 1996). A male German voice was selected for

synthesis was made by hand using the most appropri-

both systems, namely ‘hmm-bits3’ for Mary and ‘de2’

ate English visemes and applying basic co-articulation

for Mbrola. Both were considered best from a selection

rules from Massy (see below). The original English

of the two TTS-systems in an earlier informal listening

visemes were created from motion-capture data. The

test.

two following head components do not exhibit facial expressions or movements apart from visual articulation.
3. Experiment E1

The second head was developed at TU Berlin: Massy
(MS), the Modular Audiovisual Speech SYnthesizer

3.1. E1 – Procedure

is a parametric 3D head model and provides accurate
audio-visual speech synchronization and includes artic-

In the first experiment (E1), videos of the talking

ulators like the velum and tongue body which are not

heads speaking short, meaningful sentences (approx.

always visible. MS also accounts for co-articulation

2 seconds) related to a smart-home domain were pre-

with rules based on empiric data of German (Fagel

sented to 14 participants (aged 20 to 32, M = 27,

and Clemens, 2004). The third head is a 2D German

SD = 4.21, gender balanced, paid for attendance). Thus,

Text-To-Audiovisual-Speech synthesis system based on

the quality of the agent metaphor – i.e. voice and head

speaker cloning (CL) using motion capture. The co-

decoupled of the system (Erickson, 1997) – could be

articulation behaviour was extracted from the videos.

analysed. This approach allows the assessment of the

CL was developed by a cooperation between TU Berlin

metaphor quality in a strictly controlled setting, and

and GIPSA-lab Grenoble (Fagel et al., 2007). Pictures

without any interfering interaction.

of the three head components are displayed in Fig. 1.

60 videos were pre-recorded presenting the talking

Because of the low quality scores obtained in the first

heads uttering 10 sentences for all 2x3 voice-head com-

experiment, Clone was not used in E2.

binations. The sentences are of variable phrase length,

The speech synthesis systems producing the re-

and contain both questions and statements. One exam-

spective voices include the Modular Architecture for

ple is:
4
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‘The following devices can be turned on or

a five-point scale with the poles described by antonyms.

off: the TV, the lamps and the fan.’

These items derive from a questionnaire currently being developed at our lab based on Adcock and Van Eck

The participants first received a short introduction and

(2005). For the analysis, the ratings of the quality scales

were asked four questions concerning their experience
with talking heads and spoken dialogue systems in gen-

pleasant

unpleasant

eral.

reserved

enthusiastic

The body of experiment E1 was divided into two

Figure 3: Example of one item of the semantic differen-

parts, one per-sentence part and one per-set part. The

tial.

per-sentence part consisted of single stimuli presented
in randomized order.

After every stimulus the par-

are transformed to -2 (very bad) to 2 (very good). The

ticipants were asked to answer four questions (per-

same is done for the results of the semantic differential.

sentence-questionnaire). One question concerning the

For those antonyms not intrinsically positive or nega-

content of the sentence – included only to focus their at-

tive, the more human-like and dynamic (e.g. enthusias-

tention not exclusively on the appearance but on under-

tic) are chosen as positive ends of the sub-scales.

standing as well – was excluded from further analysis.
3.2. E1 – Results for the different head and voice com-

With the remaining three questions the participants were

ponents

asked to rate the Speech Quality SQ (‘How do you rate
the speech quality?’), Visual Quality VQ (‘How do you

The non-interactive experiment E1 yielded three ma-

rate the visual quality of the head?’) and Overall Qual-

jor results: Overall Quality of the metaphors can be

ity OQ of the talking head (‘How do you rate the overall

described as a linear combination of the Visual Qual-

quality?’) for each stimulus (cf. Fig. 2). In the per-set

ity related to the appearance of the talking head and the
Speech Quality related to the synthesis system (data av-

How do you rate the overall quality?

eraged over all 10 sentences for each participant, Pearvery good

good

undecided

bad

very bad

son’s r = .83, Ep = .49, p < .001).

Figure 2: Example of one question to collect quality

OQ = .47 + .51 · SQ + .33 · VQ

ratings.

Furthermore, in E1 the participants were able to dispart a set of six stimuli was presented for every voice-

tinctly discern between these two aspects, insofar as Vi-

head combination followed by a questionnaire (per-set-

sual Quality is only dependent on the head component

questionnaire). The order of the six sets was random-

and Speech Quality much more on the speech than the

ized for each participant. This questionnaire assessed

head component. No interaction effects between these

the participants’ detailed impression of the talking head

two factors could be found. Finally, the participants pre-

(‘Please use the following antonym pairs to rate your

fer the metaphor which receives the best head and voice

impression of the animated head.’) using 25 semantic-

ratings – the more human-like talking head (TH), and

differential items (cf. Fig. 3). Every item was rated on

the more natural speech synthesis (Mary). The two parts
5
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of the experiment – single sentences randomized and a

(21”) in front of the participants. When not articulat-

set of sentences for each metaphor – are consistent in

ing the talking heads remained static.

their results. Considering all data, there is a clear rank-

The participants interacted via headphones with the

ing for the six different combinations, i.e. TH better

metaphor using free speech. They were asked to com-

than MA better than CL, with Mary rated higher than

plete 7 different tasks originating from the smart-home

Mbrola for each head component. For more informa-

domain once with each of the four metaphors (head and

tion and detailed statistics, please confer to Kühnel et al.

voice combinations). These tasks were grouped in an

(2008).

answering machine scenario (AM) consisting of 3 tasks

Analysing the semantic differential revealed three
factors (naturalness,

friendliness,

and an electronic program guide scenario (EPG) con-

attractiveness),

sisting of 4 tasks. A sample dialogue for each scenario

which all differed systematically for the six metaphors

can be found in Figure 4.

(cf. Weiss et al., 2009). The more friendly, natural and

The focus of E2 is on talking head quality. There-

attractive a metaphor was rated, the higher the Overall

fore, the interaction should be comparable between par-

Quality was.

ticipants in E2. To achieve this, the dialogue flow was

TH is considered as friendly as MS, but more natural

controlled: the tasks were written on separate cards and

and more attractive. It is interesting to see that friendli-

offered to the participants in a predefined order. Every

ness does not correspond to human-like texture, or nat-

participant had to carry out both scenarios once with

ural extra-linguistic movements. We can only speculate

each metaphor. To avoid boredom the tasks were al-

that friendliness might depend on other features repre-

tered slightly in expression and content while the level

senting a different personality (such as head shape or

of difficulty of each task remained constant. The order

more constant slight smiling) rather than on the degree

of scenarios (AM → EPG or EPG → AM) was varied

of artificiality.

between participants as depicted in Fig. 5.

4. Experiment E2

4.1.1. Degree of interactivity
Log-data was recorded in terms of system output

4.1. E2 – Procedure

and time stamps. The system output consisted of pre-

In E2, the talking heads were presented to 46 partic-

recorded films of the talking heads, played by the wiz-

ipants (22 men, 24 women) as metaphors of a spoken-

ard once he received input from the participants. Be-

dialogue system. They had not taken part in E1 and

cause of the controlled interaction, the possible prompts

were thus unfamiliar with the metaphors. The age of the

and their order as played by the wizard are of limited

participants ranged between 20 and 60 years (M=28.92,

variety. Thus, system output and order of system output

SD=7.65) and they were paid for their attendance. The

is basically the same for each participant. To monitor

participants were seated in front of a table inside a lab-

the success in controlling the dialogue flow parameters

oratory room which is designed for audio and video ex-

are extracted from the log-data and analysed. These pa-

periments. The metaphor was displayed on a screen

rameters are
6
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AM: ‘You like to call back Andrea immediately. If
she does not answer, try again in two hours.’
P: I would like to call back the caller.
S: Trying to establish a connection.
S: The line is busy. Would you like to try again
later? To stop trying, please say ‘abort’.
P: I would like to call back later.
S: When would you like to try again?
P: In two hours.

Figure 5: Structure of experiment E2 with associated

S: The reminder is set to two hours.

measures.

EPG: ‘You decide to watch Bleak House tonight.

• dialogue duration (dd): beginning of interaction

Find out when the movie starts. Ask the system

(welcome message of head component) to end of

to remind you at the beginning of the movie.’

interaction of each set,
• number of system turns (#turns): number of videos

P: When does Bleak House start?
S: Bleak House starts at 8:15 pm. Would you like

played per set,
• number of help- (#help), ‘no input’- (#noInput)

to record the movie or watch it?
P: I would like to watch it tonight. Please alert me

and ‘no match’-messages (#noMatch): number of

when the movie starts.

additional videos played per set,

S: The beginning of the movie will be indicated to

• number of times the participant departed from the

you.

predefined task order (#back).

Figure 4: Sample interaction for AM and EPG tasks.

and will be explained in the following.

Statements of the participant (P) and system (S).

If the participants deviated from the required dialogue
flow by changing the order of tasks, this was logged as
a parameter (#back). If the participant skipped a task,
the wizard had a few standard videos to bring him back
on track. This also was logged (#help). If the participant said something which was unforeseen and not accounted for by the pre-recorded videos the wizard could
7
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play a ‘no match’ prompt (#noMatch). And if the par50

was played and logged as #noInput.

40

frequency

ticipant remained quiet for a while, a ‘no input’ prompt

To measure smoothness of dialogue flow an additional parameter ‘smoothness’ (sm) is defined: the sum

Mean =5,54
Std. Dev. =2,047
N =183

30

20

of #help, #noInput, #noMatch and #back. Task success

10

is not measured as the task cards and the dialogue were

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

dialogue duration [min]

designed in such a way that every participant solved ev-

(a) dialogue duration (dd)

ery task.
125

introduced interaction parameter would deviate from

100

frequency

In the case of a non-cooperative participant the above

the expected values found by running the experiment

Mean =0,39
Std. Dev. =0,783
N =183

75

with one expert (#turns = 26, sm = 0 and dd = 5 min).

50

The number for #turns and sm represent optimal values

25

while the number found for dialogue duration is an ap-

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

smoothness

proximation.

(b) smoothness (sm)

As wizard the observation was made that participants
60

indeed tended to adhere to the predefined dialogue flow.

Mean =27,15
Std. Dev. =3,732
N =183

50

To validate this finding participants behaviour as meafrequency

40

sured by the three parameters is compared to the expected values. As shown in Fig. 6 the mean value does

30

20

not vary much from the expected value indicated by the

10

vertical line. Thus, the observation that most partici-

0

5

pants followed the predefined dialogue closely (#turns

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

#turns

(c) number of turns (#turns)

∈ [24, 28], sm = 0 and dd ∈ [4, 6] min) could be confirmed. When comparing the ratings of those partic-

Figure 6: Distribution of the parameters with mean and

ipants to those who did vary more no effect could be

standard deviation, vertical line indicates expected val-

found. Although the dialogue appeared non-optimal to

ues.

the wizard, the participants did not notice.
4.1.2. Assessing the impact of additional media

chine and an electronic program guide according to the

To analyse the impact of redundant information, half

task. In the case of the AM scenario an answering ma-

of the participants received visual information on an ad-

chine was displayed, indicating with a red light that new

ditional screen (cf. Fig. 7). This additional screen was

messages were available. This turned to green once all

used to simulate the feedback from an answering ma-

new messages were played, so that the first task was
8
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program guide scenario), or by the average of both values (e.g. Overall Quality: OQ = 21 ·[OQAM +OQEPG ]).
After both scenarios (at the end of the interaction with
each metaphor), Prompt Quality PQ (‘How do you rate
the quality of the prompts of the talking head?’) and
Interaction Quality IQ (‘How do you rate the quality of the interaction?’) were assessed with the scale
described above on a per-set-questionnaire. Please refer to Fig. 5 for the experimental structure of E2 and
the scales obtained. As in E1, this questionnaire also
included a semantic differential, where every item was
rated on a seven-point scale with the poles described by
antonyms. These 50 items include the 25 items used
in E1 to assess the detailed impression of the metaphor

Figure 7: Feedback on the additional screen.

and further items related to prompt quality and interaction quality.

solved. In the EPG scenario, the TV program, lists of
recorded films or an alarm clock was displayed, depend-

4.2. E2 – Results: degree of interactivity

ing on the task (cf. Fig. 7).

To analyse the influence of the interaction, results of

4.1.3. Rating scales and questionnaires
Like in E1, quality aspects of the metaphor were as-

E2 regarding the different head and voice components

sessed in terms of Overall Quality, Visual Quality,

will be presented in relation to the results of E1. In

and Speech Quality. These quality aspects were rated

addition to the quality ratings, data from the semantic

by the participants after completing each scenario (per-

differential and interaction parameter from the log-data

scenario-questionnaire). Additionally, participants were

will be examined in this section.

asked to rate the goodness of the components’ fit Fit
4.2.1. E2 – Results: quality scales

(‘How well does the voice fit with the head?’) as well
as the quality of synchronization Syn (‘How do you rate

In contrast to the results of E1, the metaphor ratings

the synchronization of voice and lip movements?’). The

in the interaction experiment E2 are less clear. Despite

answer format used was a five-point rating scale, with

two additional scales, the linear combination of the four

the descriptions ranging from ‘very good’ to ‘very bad’

quality ratings Speech Quality, Visual Quality, Fit,

(cf. Fig. 2), identical with the one used in E1.

and Synchronization is not as suitable to describe av-

These five items are referred to either by scenario (in

erage Overall Quality (Pearson’s r = .66, Ep = .61,

the case of the Overall Quality e.g.: OQAM for the an-

p < .001, apart from the two scales also used in E1, Syn

swering machine scenario and OQEPG for the electronic

does significantly contribute to this model, whereas Fit
9
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(Horn, 1965) and oblique rotation – as recommended by

does not).

Costello and Osborne (2005) – reveals 6 factors (52%

OQ = .28 + .35 · SQ + .21 · VQ + .16 · Syn

explained variance, with a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (Hutcheson and Sofroniou,

Comparing the experiments E1 and E2 the clear rank-

1999), KMO = .91. They can be entitled as

ing of heads found in E1 is conspicuously missing in E2.
The only significant result replicated in E2 is a higher

1. “quality of the prompts” (Cronbach’s α = .95),

Speech Quality for the Mary voice compared to Mbrola

2. “metaphor’s attractiveness” (α = .91),

(F(1, 181) = 10.35, p < .01). However, no differences

3. “metaphor’s naturalness” (α = .91),

are found for Visual Quality, Overall Quality for each

4. “cognitive demand during the interaction” (α =

scenario, or any quality rating obtained at the end of the

.90),

interaction with each metaphor (Prompt Quality or In-

5. “trust towards the system” (α = .85), and

teraction Quality).

6. “entertaining value” (α = .82).

Analysing the additional items present in E2 – synOnly two pairs of factors correlate strongly with each

chronization of audible speech and lip movements and

other (r > .5), quality of the prompts with cognitive de-

the fit of head and voice components, a better fit was

mand (r > .62) and naturalness with entertaining value

ascribed to the TH with Mary voice than the others

(r > .69). The last pair is of special interest, as both fac-

(F(3, 178) = 6.44, p < .001, Tukey posthoc tests) and

tors are the only ones showing different results for the

MS was judged to have a better synchronization than

metaphors, using the means of the items for each fac-

TH (F(1, 182) = 6.61, p < .05).

tor (F(3, 178) = 10.59, p < .001; F(3, 178) = 10.02,

Nonetheless, participants had been able to perceive

p < .001, respectively). For both factors TH receives

differences between the metaphors. This could be ob-

higher values than MS and Mary is rated better than

served not only for some of the quality ratings (Speech

Mbrola. This ranking was also obtained for quality

Quality, Fit, Syn), but also for the semantic differential.

scales in the non-interactive setting.

When analysing quality aspects separately based on the
semantic differential, we find the same ranking already

The similarity in the results for naturalness and en-

known from E1 for 2 of the resulting factors. The de-

tertaining value (cf. Fig. 8) can be explained due to

tailed results are presented in the following section.

the feature differences of the TH compared to MS: In
contrast to MS, TH exhibits both, a natural texture most

4.2.2. E2 – Results: semantic differential

probably responsible for the result for factor 3 and random extra-linguistic movements resulting in the differ-

The semantic differential with its 50 antonyms al-

ence in factor 6.

lows to analyse the metaphors’ perception in a more
analytic way than explicit quality ratings. This will

However, there is no explanation why no other factor

be used to explain the differences in quality ratings be-

differs for the metaphors. In the non-interactive experi-

tween E1 and E2. The factor analysis of the data from

ment (E1), all three factors found, including attractive-

the semantic differential using Horn’s parallel analysis

ness did show results.
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factor 3

action Quality and Overall Quality.

factor 6
70

44

4.2.4. E2 – Results for the interaction parameters

37

Analysing the interaction parameters, no differences

34
MS−Mbrola
MS−Mary
TH−Mbrola
TH−Mary

33

Questionnaire Item

Questionnaire Item

45

41

between the four metaphors nor between the one- and
the two-screen setting could be found. Due to the con-

32
MS−Mbrola
MS−Mary
TH−Mbrola
TH−Mary

29

31

trolled dialogue flow, the missing impact on interaction
of both the metaphors and the degree of media context

28

could be expected.
26

25
−3

−2

−1

0

1

Rating

2

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

Two different groups could be identified based on

3

Rating

interaction parameters, namely a group which had a

Figure 8: Results for factor 3 “metaphor’s naturalness”

smooth dialogue and a group characterized by a prob-

and factor 6 “entertaining value”. The Y-axis shows the

lematic dialogue (see Section 4.1.1). But these groups

number of the questionnaire items the factors consist of.

do not differ in any of the ratings obtained.
Furthermore, there are no correlations to be found between the interaction parameters and any of the ques-

4.2.3. E2 – Results of the correlation analysis between

tionnaire items. It is not possible to build a meaningful

different scales

model using the interaction parameters to explain any of
It is assumed that some of the resulting factors cor-

the questionnaire items.

relate with the quality ratings. Especially in the case
To sum up, the course of interaction has no perceiv-

of Overall Quality and Visual Quality, which do not

able influence on the metaphor ratings. Vice versa, nei-

differ for the metaphors, correlations could give useful

ther metaphor characteristics nor media context have

insight, whether quality ratings may be influenced by

any impact on the interaction.

some unforeseen factor. Results of correlation analyses
are presented in Table 1. There are only two strong cor-

4.3. Degree of interactivity – summary

relations (r > .6) between factors and quality ratings:
(1) attractiveness and Overall Quality and (2) qual-

Our analysis shows that the degree of interactivity

ity of prompts and Prompt Quality. Whereas the lat-

has an impact on the quality rating of the metaphors.

ter result is quite obvious – of course there is a strong

In summary, the participants were able to distinguish

correlation between the Prompt Quality scale and the

between the different metaphors in both experiments.

averaged ratings of the factor 1 comprising sub-scales

However, in E2 these differences are only visible for

related to the prompts – the former result indicates the

Speech Quality, Fit, Synchronization, naturalness and

high impact of this hedonic aspect on perceived overall

entertaining value. Both factors resulting from the se-

quality.

mantic differential are independent from Overall Qual-

In addition, there is a strong relation between Inter-

ity in the interactive setting.
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Table 1: E2: Pearson’s r for correlations between different scales (bold for results > .6), fx designates Factor x. See
labels on the y-axis for explanation of the abbreviations.
OQ

SQ

VQ

Fit

Syn

f1

Overall Quality OQ

—

Speech Quality SQ

.57

—

Visual Quality VQ

.47

.32

—

Fit Fit

.40

.49

.29

Synchronization Syn

.49

.43

.53

quality of prompts f1

.43

.28

.35

.14

.21

—

attractiveness f2

.61

.47

.55

.41

.47

.42

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6

PQ

IQ

—
—

—

naturalness f3

.32

.38

.39

.47

.37

.19

.46

—

cognitive demand f4

.44

.16

.32

.18

.36

.62

.34

.19

—

trust f5

.27

.16

.28

.09

.14

.38

.41

.11

.32

—

entertaining f6

.35

.37

.34

.32

.23

.17

.47

.70

.18

.08

—

Prompt Quality PQ

.44

.26

.26

.12

.24

.68

.43

.14

.53

.26

.20

—

Interaction Quality IQ

.66

.43

.49

.30

.50

.54

.55

.33

.55

.26

.33

.58

—

Correlations indicate that Overall Quality is mainly

which is in line with the quality rankings found in E1

dependent on attractiveness and Interaction Quality.

(F(3, 91) = 7.70, p < .001. In the two-screen case,

But no influence of the head and voice components on

the metaphors were not rated differently concerning Fit

either scale is found. The influence of the respective

(F(3, 91) = 1.90, p = .14).

interaction can be excluded.

As main effect, participants with a second screen gave
higher ratings for entertaining value (F(1, 178) = 6.14,

4.4. E2 – Results for the degree of media context

p < .05). The analysis of the impact of the degree of

The influence of additional media on perceived qual-

media context shows that a second screen had an impact

ity is another focus of our analysis of E2. When com-

only in the EPG-scenario: OQEPG increases with the ad-

paring the results for 23 participants with only the

ditional screen (F(1, 178) = 3.87, p < .05). No differ-

metaphor’s screen and those 23 which had an addi-

ences could be found for the AM scenario (OQAM ), see

tional screen simulating either of the two devices used,

Fig. 9 for the mean values.

there is one major finding: an obviously reduced capability to judge the fit of the head and voice com-

5. E1 & E2 – Gender effects

ponents of the metaphor once an additional feedback
screen is provided. When the talking head is the only

Participants had been recruited to equally represent

source of visual information, participants were able to

gender in both experiments. In E1, women rated con-

judge Fit, resulting in different ratings for MS and TH,

sistently more positive than men for all scales assessed
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Table 3: E2 – Gender effects on interaction measured

number of screens
1

2

by the group mean and standard deviation of dialogue

scenario
am
epg

duration (dd), number of turns (#turns) and smoothness

mean ratings of overall quality

0,60

(sm), with differences that are significant at p<.005 in
bold. As the data is not distributed normally a Mann0,40

Whitney-U test was used.
0,20

women

0,00
TH

MS

TH

MS

men

M

SD

M

SD

U

p

dd

5.15

1.46

5.98

2.47

3176

.002

#turns

27.15

3.85

27.15

3.62

4198

.472

sm

1.01

1.7

1.57

1.84

3171

.002

head

Figure 9: Overall Quality for the one- and the twoscreen setting by scenario.

same number of system turns to solve the given tasks,
Table 2: E1 – Gender effects on overall quality (OQ),

women kept more closely to the order of task cards than

speech quality (SQ), visual quality (VQ) measured by

men as measured by smoothness. Women also solved

group mean (M) and standard deviation (SD).
women

the tasks more quickly than men (cf. Table 3).

men

6. Discussion

scale

M

SD

M

SD

F(1,706)

p

OQ

3.03

0.91

3.31

0.82

27.23

<.001

In this paper, quality differences for combinations of

SQ

3.05

1.03

3.49

0.99

50.31

<.001

TTS and head components have been analysed with re-

VQ

2.96

1.04

3.26

1.21

26.45

<.001

gard to the degree of interactivity and the media context.
The main finding is a major influence of the degree of

(see Table 2). However, controlling for this factor in E2

interactivity:

only small effects could be found for the questionnaire

Without real interaction (E1), there is a clear rank-

results: Male participants were more critical concerning

ing of the TH head module being better than the MS

Syn in the AM scenario (F(1, 178) = 7.48, p < 0.01)

(and CL), and the Mary TTS module being better than

and for attractiveness (F(1, 178) = 8.65, p < 0.01),

Mbrola.

whereas women in general rated the cognitive demand

the modules) differ significantly for all assessed scales,

higher (F(1, 178) = 5.14, p < 0.05).

this ranking is significant and systematic for metaphor’s

While not all metaphors (combinations of

One additional observation were made: Women fol-

Overall Quality, Speech Quality, and Visual Quality.

lowed the design more diligently than men. This was

Participants favoured the more natural voice (HMM-

tested by comparing the interaction parameters for men

synthesis) and head component (realistic texture, extra-

and women. While men and women needed about the

linguistic random movements). In contrast to the re13
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sults in Nass and Gong (1999) concerning consistency,

scales used. Wherever differences are found, the rank-

the more artificial head does not profit from the more

ing does not differ from the one in E1. However, on

computer-like voice.

scales like Overall Quality or the factor attractiveness

However, this clear ranking could not be replicated

the metaphors were not rated differently in E2. Equally,

in the interactive setting (E2). Considering only the

no ranking could be found on the Visual Quality scale.

previously used scales for assessing metaphor quality

The latter might be due to the fact that participants were

(Overall, Speech, and Visual Quality), only one yields

forced to look at their task cards regularly. Thus, their

significant results comparable to the non-interactive ex-

visual attention was diverted from the talking heads and

periment, namely Speech Quality.

they were not able to differentiate Visual Quality. As

Additionally, the metaphors show differences on the

the spoken output of the metaphors was played via head-

scales synchronization (Syn) and fit of voice and head

phones, participants were able to distinguish the Speech

(Fit), which were not assessed in E1. Concerning fit,

Quality of the metaphors and rank them accordingly.

TH with Mary is rated best, which is in line with the

But this cannot explain the missing discrimination

ranking found in E1. However, MS is rated to have a

concerning the more general scales Overall Quality or

better synchronization of voice and lip movements than

attractiveness, that is present for more concrete scales

TH. This result can be explained by the different map-

(fit, synchronization, naturalness). Possible reasons for

ping of audible speech and visual articulation: In the

this are:

case of TH, for synthesizing German phonemes most
1. In an interactive setting, participants cannot distin-

adequate Australian-English visemes had to be used,

guish between the quality of the talking heads and

whereas MS was originally built for German speech

the system, as the metaphors are considered repre-

(Fagel et al., 2008). This is the only significant dif-

sentative of the whole system. Therefore, they un-

ference between MS and TH incoherent with the pre-

consciously rate the system quality instead of the

viously found ranking in E1. Nevertheless, the better

talking head quality.

synchronization of MS is not reflected in any of the

2. Participants are distracted by the interaction and

quality scales, not even in the two significant factors out

they can perceive only some of the characteristics

of six extracted from the semantic differential (natural-

as varying between the talking heads, which are

ness and entertainment value). For both of these highly

more salient (simple classification like naturalness

correlated factors, MS receives lower ratings than TH

and fit, but not attractiveness).

– in line with the ranking found in E1. This is can be
interpreted as follows: synchronization does not influ-

No impact of metaphor characteristics on Overall

ence any contrasting quality aspects of the metaphors

Quality could be found, while ratings on scales clearly

assessed by the semantic differential or the scale Visual

assessing metaphor-related aspects (Fit, Synchronisa-

Quality.

tion, naturalness) show differences for the metaphors.

The results show that participants had been able to

This supports hypothesis (1), namely that participants

distinguish the metaphors in E2 on at least some of the

conflated system quality — which was constant by de14
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sign – with the metaphors’ Overall Quality. Möller

formation leads to a higher metaphor quality and higher

and Skowronek (2003) already found a similar result for

ratings for entertaining value. This is in line with the

uni-modal spoken dialogue systems, namely that – in

general finding that the metaphor ratings are obviously

contrast to speech input – perceived speech output qual-

influenced by other factors. We interpret this finding

ity is conjoint with the quality of the whole system.

as showing that for the subjects the metaphors repre-

Following hypothesis (2), the impact of interactivity

sent the whole system and the metaphor’s rating ben-

explains the poor results for Overall Quality. Based on

efits from the increased system quality due to the ad-

this argumentation, differences in Fit and Synchronisa-

ditional screen (hypothesis (1)): As the second screen

tion might just be more present than Overall Quality

provides information of the electronic program guide in

and attractiveness.

a more salient modality – film names, times and chan-

Strong correlations are found between Overall

nels as text lists in addition to spoken lists – Overall

Quality and both attractiveness and Interaction Qual-

Quality (of the metaphor) is higher in this case than

ity. Neither does attractiveness differ significantly be-

without this second screen. We conclude therefore that

tween the metaphors, nor are there interaction parame-

participants are less able to distinguish between discrete

ters explaining Interaction Quality. However, it has

quality aspects the more influencing or distracting fac-

been shown before that the perceived dialogue is not

tors are present. In other words, the more complex a

necessarily influenced by the de-facto course of dia-

stimulus, the more difficult to obtain analytic ratings.

logue (cf. Frøkjær et al., 2000). In our case the dialogue
flow was controlled and thus only very few parameters
could be used to model the subjective ratings as proposed with the PARADISE framework by Walker et al.

Apart from the factors presented so far, the effects

(1998). This was done to force the participants to rate

of gender have also been analysed. Concerning gen-

the head and not the system quality and we could in-

der differences, some interesting results could also be

terpret the results as having succeeded in this. Based

found. Men and women exhibit different interaction be-

on this point, we see the ratings on Overall Quality

haviour as recorded by the interaction parameter. This

and attractiveness as neither influenced by the dialogue

is in line with findings reported in (Canada and Brusca,

flow nor the metaphor characteristics.

1991). Women tend to follow the instructions much

The other factor varied in a controlled way is the

more closely while men stray from the given path to

degree of media context: providing redundant infor-

‘play’ with the system. When considering the subjective

mation on a screen and thus offering a distraction on

data from the experiments, contradictory results are ob-

the visual channel further hinders the participants’ abil-

tained. In the non-interactive experiment, female users

ity to perceive and judge the differences between the

rate the heads consistently better than male participants.

metaphors. This could be observed by the different rat-

In the interactive experiment, this could not be con-

ings obtained with the Fit scale for the one- and the

firmed, as there are conflicting results. We consider the

two-screen setting. At the same time this additional in-

gender effect on ratings negligible.
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hope to be able to answer the question of whether or not

7. Conclusion

the metaphor quality is conflated with system quality /
Analysing the results of these two experiments leads

particular interaction and if the user is too distracted to

to three important observations concerning the design of

actually evaluate the head. As a reference, the system

user studies including ECAs. (1) If an evaluation of sin-

with the metaphors is compared to a system without a

gular system components or aspects is desirable, func-

head component to test for acceptability of the embodi-

tion tests should be carried out with as few distractions

ment and the persona effect in the smart home domain.

as possible. (2) Replacing one system component with

At the same time the TH is enhanced with facial ex-

a better one will not necessarily lead to a higher per-

pressions, rendering the metaphor more affective.

ceived quality of the talking head (and thus not improve
the overall quality of the whole system) if this improve-
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